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The empty number line is a powerful model for developing children’s calculation strategies and 
developing their understanding.

A progression from practical bead strings, to number lines with landmark numbers such as those with 
intervals representing multiples of 5 or 10 marked, to empty number lines can help children to develop 
the image of the number line in their head. The ‘Ordering numbers’ ITP provides a useful way to help 
children to make the links between these different representations of whole number sequences.

Here are two examples of the calculation 63 + 28 = 91 represented on the empty number line. 

63 83 90 91

+20 +7 +1

        63 91 93

+30 −2

Both of these examples model common mental approaches using counting on. Each starts at the larger 
number (63). 

In the first example, 28 is partitioned into 20 + 8. The tens are added first, then the ones are added by 
‘bridging through a multiple of 10’, in this case 90. 

In the second example, we count on more than 28, the next higher multiple of 10, which in this case is 30. 
We adjust, in this case by 2. This method is sometimes called the ‘compensation method’. In either case, 
the answer of 91 appears as a position on the number line.

One model of subtraction, the inverse of addition, involves counting back. Here are two examples of 75 – 
48 = 27 represented on the empty number line. In each case, we count back from the larger number, 75.

27 30 35 75

−3 −5 −40

         25 27 75

−50+2

In the first example, 48 is partitioned into 40 + 8. The tens are subtracted first, then the ones, bridging 
through a multiple of 10 (30). 

In the second example we count back too many (the next higher multiple of 10, which is 50) and then 
adjust, in this case by 2. In either case, the answer of 27 appears as a position on the number line.
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Decomposition	
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	Using	a	number	line:	74	-	27  =	47    
                     ‘Taking	away’																																													‘Counting	on’		 

	LOOK	AT	THE	NUMBERS	–	can	you	solve	it		in	your	head,	with	jottings	or	using	written	method?	

	Long	multiplication	
											5172	x	38				
														

	 					5172	   

								 						x	38	   
 		41376 
+ 155160 
 196536 

Using	known	multiplication	facts:	
	

43	x	6	=	(40	x	6)	+	(3	x	6)	=	258	
 

													Division		
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	=	43.2	(to	1dp)										
	

Using	a	number	line:																					 
 72	÷ 5		=	14r2																		                                                                                        
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Stage 1: Using the empty number line
x The empty number line helps to record or 

explain the steps in mental subtraction. A 
calculation like 74 – 27 can be recorded by 
counting back 27 from 74 to reach 47. The 
empty number line is also a useful way of 
modelling processes such as bridging 
through a multiple of ten.

x The steps can also be recorded by counting 
up from the smaller to the larger number to 
find the difference, for example by counting 
up from 27 to 74 in steps totalling 47.

x With practice, children will need to record 
less information and decide whether to count 
back or forward. It is useful to ask children 
whether counting up or back is the more 
efficient for calculations such as 57 – 12, 
86 – 77 or 43 – 28.

x The notes below give more detail on the 
counting-up method using an empty number 
line.

Steps in subtraction can be recorded on a 
number line. The steps often bridge through a 
multiple of 10.
15 – 7 = 8

74 – 27 = 47 worked by counting back:

The steps may be recorded in a different order:

or combined:

The counting-up method
x The mental method of counting up from the 

smaller to the larger number can be recorded 
using either number lines or vertically in 
columns. The number of rows (or steps) can 
be reduced by combining steps. With two-
digit numbers, this requires children to be 
able to work out the answer to a calculation 
such as 30 + � = 74 mentally.

   

74
27
3 30

40 70
   4 74
47

�
o
o
o

or:

     

74
27
3 30

 44 74
47

�
o
o

x With three-digit numbers the number of steps 
can again be reduced, provided that children 
are able to work out answers to calculations 
such as 178 + � = 200 and 200 + � = 326 
mentally.

x The most compact form of recording remains 
reasonably efficient.

   

326
178

2 180
20 200

100 300
   26 326
148

�
o
o
o
o

or:

   
326
178

22 200
126 326
148

�
o
o
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Using 
known 

multiplication 
facts 

1 13 
2 26 
  
4 52 
5 65 
  
  
8 104 
  

10 130 
20 260 
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